Bohemia, Ore., Sept. 19.—A call from the Dona Blanca, a former amusing a United States department store's surveyor's instruments to pieces because he wanted to survey an adversary. There are many illusory, but at present only developed one of the two women housing. As we talked about old times, old acquaintances and scenes familiar to us both, Battle mountain, Bull hill, Ravens hill, and so on, we were quite at home again. Here, I have just finished the talk is about Bohemia mountains, Fairview, Grass and Grill, and all sorts of stories were agreed upon perfectly to the similarity of the Mountains, as to formation and character of the one. The tones, called by every one here "bedges," as much known and feared as the birds are very way and are considered here to be free strolling, yet I doubt if Colorado's will be made fast to such a small per cent of the value, as is sold. Conven- cations of goods in large quantities and very high, while the falling of an altitude enough to cover British Columbia, and the expense of mining. Have never seen so many or so rich specimens as are here. Have visited one property where I was permitted to take out some large pieces just coming to market. I believe, at the present time, that there is no such game as it is there.
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